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Chapter One
Introduction
A microgravity boiling apparatus was designed to utilize a small satellite testing
platform (CubeSat).

Boiling mechanisms that are well understood in one gravity

environments perform differently in reduced gravity. Some experimental research has
been accomplished in the field of microgravity boiling.

The low gravity research

accomplished to date showed a general understanding of boiling, and various dominant
features that affect boiling in microgravity. However, boiling in low gravity is not
understood well enough to allow its application as a tool. Thus, other mechanisms of heat
transfer have been used in low gravity.
In order to expand the understanding of microgravity boiling, a microgravity
boiling apparatus was designed.

This thesis describes the design of the apparatus

including the material sample, mechanical enclosure, and the supporting electronics.
Preliminary test results of the material sample functionality are presented and used to
guide design revisions and more in-depth 3D thermal modeling.
Boiling Fundamentals on Earth
Boiling is a convection mode of heat transfer from a solid involving both fluid
and vapor interaction. Pool boiling is known as boiling where no forced convection is
imparted and the "fluid is quiescent"[15].

Pool boiling in earth’s gravity can be

understood by four main properties: latent heat, surface tension, surface roughness and
buoyancy.

There are multiple regimes of pool boiling representing the different
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mechanisms driving the heat transfer[15]. These modes are driven by how much higher
the surface temperature is above the fluid saturation temperature.
First, heat is directly transferred into the fluid by conduction from the surface.
This can be followed by free convection. The fluid density changes and buoyancy,
driven by the acceleration of gravity, causes a fluid movement promoting convection heat
transfer from the surface.
When the excess temperature, the difference between the surface temperature and
the fluid saturation temperature, reaches a high enough value, bubbles form at nucleation
points on the surface. This regime is known as nucleate boiling. Primary heat transfer to
the fluid in contact with the surface occurs due to free convection and conduction.
Convection within the vapor occurs also. The vapor bubbles promote a much greater
density difference between the vapor and the colder fluid driving more effective free
convection. Heat transfer is enhanced as the bubbles leave the surface and are replaced by
colder liquid.
As bubble formation continues to grow, the bubbles start to interact and coalesce.
Free convection becomes compromised by inhibited access for fluid to reach the surface
as the bubbles form and depart. This results in a decrease in heat transfer performance
reaching a maximum heat flux, known as critical heat flux[15].
The rate of bubble formation can exceed the departure rate and sustain a vapor
film. This film insulates the convection heat transfer to the fluid from the solid surface
and greatly decreases the total heat transfer from the surface. As this vapor blanket is
formed, nucleate boiling can sporadically exist creating an unstable film boiling regime
called transition boiling[15].
2

As the vapor film over the surface is fully formed, the film boiling regime is
present. The heat transfer in this regime, at lower temperatures, is convection through the
vapor and, at higher temperatures, is radiation and convection from the surface to the
fluid. The minimum heat transfer occurs at the Leidenfrost point[15] before radiative
heat transfer plays a significant role.
As all of these modes are forms of boiling, specific interest is given in this thesis
to the nucleate boiling regime for real world applications. This mode of heat transfer can
offer the highest heat transfer performance by allowing vapor bubble departure to
enhance the fluid free convection from the surface. Additionally, the temperature this
occurs at is generally low enough to enable its use in engineering applications.
Figure 1.1 plots approximations of the various boiling regimes.

The

approximation of free convection continues from the sub-boiling temperatures, which has
Raleigh number and thus “g” to the power 1/3. The approximation of the nucleate
boiling is from points on Incropera’s Figure 10.4.

The transition curve is a linear

approximation between the critical heat flux and the Leidenfrost point. The film boiling
regime goes from the Leidenfrost point to the critical heat flux value in the film boiling
regime of Incropera’s Figure 10.4. The free convection portion of the reduced gravity
curve also incorporates “g” to the power 1/3. The reduced gravity portion in the nucleate
boiling range uses a factor of gravity to the 1/2 power. See Appendix M for the detailed
derivation.
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Boiling Regimes
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Figure 1.1

Boiling Regime Heat Flux Plot. The full 1g curve is approximated in
red showing all four major boiling regimes. The free convection and
nucleate boiling regimes, the area of interest for the instrument, are
also presented in blue at 10-3g.
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Boiling in Reduced Gravity
As discussed by Marco[16], "Pool boiling systems require no external pumping
power, henceforth their interest is even greater for low-power demanding environments”.
Marco also suggested that, by using the higher heat transfer available in boiling, heat
exchanger mass, volume and power would be reduced. The author also suggested that
there are unsolved fundamentals which need to be researched.
The description of boiling previously described is common to terrestrial
applications where gravity allows buoyancy and convection. In reduced gravity, the heat
transfer can differ as the physics of the heat transfer change. Convection and bubble
departure will have compromised performance as the acceleration term of the buoyancy
force is reduced.
Many researchers have performed focused microgravity boiling research
worldwide.

As summarized by Marco[16], research has included surface and wire

shaped heaters exposed to subcooled and saturated fluids. The surfaces gave a practical
significance to real world applications while the wire featured low thermal mass and
faster response times. Various studies showed specific interests in pool boiling with
experimental testing. The environments, discussed later, have enabled testing to as low
as 10-5g on a variety of platforms.
Surface roughness can play a major role in the onset of nucleate boiling as bubble
formation occurs. As the roughness increases, the bubble density increases. As the
bubbles coalesce, the bubble cell walls become conduction paths to the fluid surrounding
the bubbles. More nucleation points, and associated higher bubble density, allows for
more bubble cell wall area, more overall conduction paths and greater heat transfer[15].
5

Henry’s[14] experimentation showed that thermo-capillary convection can
provide bubble movement and drive heat transfer in reduced gravity on small surfaces.
Surface tension gradients drive a capillary effect and can be encouraged by "temperature
gradients, material composition differences and electrical potential variations"[14]. In
Henry’s research, the experiments were performed on the NASA KC135 reduced gravity
test aircraft using an array of individually temperature-controlled heaters.
Experiments show varying results based on subcooling, heating surface geometry
and bubble dynamics. The bubble dynamics are driven partially by the thermo-capillary
action on the surface and also by test platform movement[14]. At higher subcooled
conditions, high speed bubble growth and thermal gradients created a "pumping effect"
which took a dominant role over thermo-capillary flow[16].
Numerical Dependency
Equations are used to model the heat transfer in each mode of heat transfer.
Interest for this instrument is focused on the nucleate boiling regimes. To enable full
access to this regime, the instrument should be capable of reaching the critical heat flux,
as modeled in blue in Figure 1.1. The dependency on gravity was presented using
Equation 10.6 from Incropera[15].
[

(

)

]

[Incropera eq 10.6]

The properties used are based on saturated water at one atmosphere of pressure, as
listed in Table 1.1. Figure 1.2 is a plot showing the critical heat flux as a function of
gravity indicating that the heat transfer performance is dependent on gravity to the ¼
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power. This means that for every four orders of magnitude the acceleration is decreased,
the maximum heat transfer is reduced by one order of magnitude.

Heat Flux (W/m/m)

Table 1.1

Critical Heat Flux Input Properties from Incropera Table A.6 and
Chapter 10.4.2 for a large horizontal cylinder

Property

Description

C
hfg

Zuber Constant
Enthalpy

ρν
σ
ρι

Vapor Density
Surface Tenson
Liquid Density
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Figure 1.2

Critical Heat Flux plotted against Acceleration ranging from 1g to 10-6
g assuming that the equation is valid at lower gravity.
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Access to Reduced Gravity
Multiple test platforms exist to give access to experimentation for microgravity
applications. Each of these platforms has its respective advantages and disadvantages.
Parabolic aircraft have enabled low cost reduced gravity testing environments for
payloads with a wide variety of needs. The aircraft environment offers a high mass
capacity, human participation and repetitive short term testing opportunities.
reduced gravity can reach 10-2g with duration of up to 25 seconds.

The

Vibration is

experienced on this platform due to the mechanical, human and aerodynamic
disturbances to the aircraft, commonly called G-jitter. An example of this platform is the
NASA Weightless Wonder[3].
Drop towers have enabled extremely low gravity testing by releasing a payload in
a free fall from a terrestrial structure. Aerodynamics disturbances can be mitigated with
techniques such as a protective container to deflect the air from the payload or a vacuum
environment for free fall. Testing can be as low as 10-6g for durations of up to 9 seconds
and can be repeatable at a low cost. An example is the German ZARM facility[2]. The
testing environment does not support human interaction.
Sounding rocket testing allows for medium duration reduced gravity testing. The
vehicle accelerates the experiment above the atmosphere to experience a free fall
trajectory back to earth. The testing environment does not support human participation
but does allow over 700 s of 10-4g free fall for experiments. Repeatability is at a high
cost as the vehicle is often not fully reusable. An example of a sounding rocket is the
University of Alabama in Huntsville Consortium for Materials Development in Space
Consort[20].
8

Larger orbital research satellites are launched to provide a set of experiments with
a long duration microgravity environment. The experiment can be the primary payload
and is sometimes returned to earth allowing retrieval of physical test articles. Telemetry
is possible. Human interaction is not supported while in orbit and, as with most large
space systems, active mechanical systems on board, such as attitude control and thermal
control induce vehicle vibrations. Expected accelerations are as low as 10-5g.

An

example of this platform is the Russian FOTON capsule[16].
The US Space Shuttle and International Space Station (ISS) have enabled a wide
variety of experiments as these platforms have been versatile for orbital technology and
science missions. An example is the ISS ESA Fluid Science Lab (FSL). These platforms
enable the advantages of orbital research satellites with the addition of human presence to
assist in experiment operations. The acceleration is disturbed by mechanical and human
interaction, but with payload stabilization tools such as the CSA MVIS[1], 10-5g is
achievable.
Academics and industry are promoting a new phase of small satellite research.
Small satellites are actively being pursued to host low risk experiments in orbit allowing
a custom satellite to be used for a mission and offering a custom level of independent
mission operations tailored to the science mission. This platform has not yet been used
for microgravity boiling experiments but is capable of supporting low mass and power
experiments. A common form-factor for this small satellite development is CubeSat[11],
enabling high speed integration with launch vehicles as secondary payloads.

The

advantages of this platform are the potential for 10-6g acceleration on a platform with no
moving parts. By eliminating vibrations and attitude movement, the low accelerations
9

may allow for a better isolated testing environment. Additionally, orbital access to space
is available under a reduced timeline of as little as 12 months promoting the use of small
satellites. The dimensions are as small as 10cm x 10cm x 10cm cube and can sustain an
average payload power of 190mW based on a power budget of CP1[5].

10

Chapter Two
Instrument Objectives and Significance
The purpose of this work was to develop an apparatus used to experimentally
acquire, with reasonable accuracy, the nucleate boiling heat transfer properties of a
desired material and fluid combination. The apparatus allowed multiple samples to be
tested in order to measure variations in material and surface attributes in a common fluid.
The apparatus had a simple interface allowing a payload operator to integrate the
apparatus without modification.
The apparatus provided all needed features to support the problem statement
objectives. To do this, the material sample energy was provided as needed by the
experiment. The temperature at the material surface and the saturation temperature of the
fluid was able to be determined.
In addition to these primary objectives, several additional objectives supported the
experimental operation. Imaging hardware was incorporated to better understand the
bubble formation and coalescence. Fluid temperature was measured to fully understand
the thermal environment. Reasonable sensor accuracy was used to provide a confident
measurement of the thermal properties of the experiment. Additionally, the hardware
was sized to be a CubeSat[11] payload.

11

Nucleate boiling offers, in many cases, the highest heat transfer properties to
quiescent fluid. The mechanics that drive the heat transfer are predominately buoyancy
differences. In microgravity these properties are different. A fundamental understanding
was outlined by many researchers through modeling and focused experimental testing of
several test cases. The nucleate boiling regime of pool boiling is not a popular mode for
heat transfer within the aerospace community for microgravity applications. It was
suspected that limited experimental data and flight heritage of this mode of heat transfer
inhibited its use.
A microgravity boiling apparatus served as a tool to better understand a desired
nucleate boiling interaction. By enabling the community to experimentally gather desired
heat transfer properties through the use of this apparatus in microgravity, the use of
nucleate boiling heat transfer in thermal applications of larger missions might be enabled.
To provide the most relevant data, the material and fluid can be customized. To
provide a small and easy to use form factor, the instrument can be compatible with the
CubeSat standard, previously described as a standardized, small satellite form factor
enabling fast access to space.

12

Chapter Three
Methodology
The development of the apparatus began with an initial concept design. This
initial design was used to determine the inputs of a 1D thermal model estimating the
power and time needed for operation of the instrument.
Concept Design A
The instrument design started with a detailed understanding of the material
sample being heated. To minimize heat needed for the experiment and to reduce heating
time, the sample had a low thermal mass and minimal surface area to transfer heat to the
fluid.

The exterior surface was larger than the expected bubble diameter for the

experiment to allow bubble formation to occur with minimal edge effects. Various
configurations were compared, each considering complexity to fabricate, material
availability and ease of use. All mechanical models were created using Siemens PLM’s
Solid Edge[19].
Concept A features two heated wires, Figure 3.1 left, suspending a material
sample, Figure 3.1 right. The sample measures over 3 x 6 x 9 mm along its three axes.
The heater wires are supported by copper pillars protruding into the fluid volume. As
current is passed over the wires, heat is generated and transferred to the material sample
using conduction. A camera, LED array and pressure sensor are used to directly monitor
the sample, Figure 3.2 left. Voltage and current for the heater are externally measured
and, using the power measurements, the temperature of the inner wire can be derived
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from material properties. The fluid chamber is contained between the bulkheads and
cylindrical wall and is sealed by o-rings at every interface.

Figure 3.1

Concept Design A Material Sample - Inner heating wire (left) and
heated sample (right)

Figure 3.2

Concept Design A Chamber - Sensor layout (left), outer container
(center), and system cutaway view (right)
14

Thermal Modeling
Thermal modeling was used to determine the expected thermal response time of
the sample, the expected heat required by a sample, and the expected temperature
distribution of the sample. A 1D thermal model was used, based on Concept Design A,
to help understand the heat transfer needs of the experiment, see Appendix G. The model
indicated that at 20 seconds of operation, the material surface temperature reached120 ˚C
and the wire temperature at the core stayed below 130˚C. At 120 ˚C and 1g acceleration,
the heat flux was over 11000 W/m2. The excess temperature, the temperature above the
fluid saturation temperature, should reach 20˚C if operated at 5W, Figure 3.3. The 1D
model of the system was created in Microsoft Excel[17]. 3D models were also created
and were described in a later section of Chapter 3.

q" (W/m^2)

100000

10000

1000

100
1

5

25

Te=Ts-Tsat (°C)

Figure 3.3

1D Thermal Model Boiling Regimes. The model shows that the heat
transfer, at 5W, moves into the nucleate boiling regime. The shift of
values above 5°C is the result of the transition to cooling after the
peak temperature was reached.
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Critical Heat Flux in Micro Gravity
The results of the 1D model showed that the critical heat flux for saturated water
was not achieved at 1 g. The dependency on gravity of the critical heat flux is estimated
in Figure 1.2. The heat flux of 11000 W/m2 is sufficient to reach the critical level,
assuming the equations are valid at the reduced gravity levels, below 10-3 g.
Concept Design B
The design selected, Concept B, is a cylindrical design with a resistor in its core.
Concept Design B was published in previous work[7]. A metal film resistor, Vishay
RN55D4R99FB14, was selected due to its convenient geometry, high internal
temperature rating, and balanced heat distribution. Internal materials consist of a ceramic
core, a nickel-chrome alloy heating element and an epoxy outside. A highly thermally
conductive epoxy, Epoxies.com 50-3150RFR, is used to attach the material sample to the
exterior of the heating resistor. Each sample has an embedded T-type thermocouple. The
T-type thermocouple uses a copper lead with a junction to a copper-nickel lead. The
thermocouple used in this research is an Omega Engineering SA1-T which is embedded
in the epoxy between the resistor and metal sample to provide a measurement of the
material temperature from its internal surface. A low profile filament, McMaster-Carr
Kevlar Thread 8800K41, is included in the assembly to mechanically support the sample
within the chamber.
The material sample chosen for testing was a stainless steel tube, a practical
material for spacecraft heat transfer systems involving fluids and commonly available at a
low cost. The sample is 5mm in diameter and 10mm in height.
16

Figure 3.4

Concept Design B Material Sample

A material sample, though simple to assemble, provides the needed features for
the experiment. By maintaining a constant radius from the heat source, a balanced heat
transfer should be a natural property of the design.

An estimate of the surface

temperature can be derived from a single thermocouple measurement beneath its surface
and a radial heat transfer calculation found later in the Calculations section.
The chamber, seen in Figure 3.5, was designed to support six samples within the
fluid of choice.

The chamber was designed to contain 400 kilopascals, roughly 4

atmospheres of pressure. The chamber had pass-through holes along its lower side to
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allow for electrical access to the heaters and thermocouples.

An optical lens was

mounted on the bottom to provide illumination and imaging of the experiment.

Figure 3.5

Concept Design B Chamber

A pressure sensor was mounted on the top of the chamber to measure the fluid
pressure.

The derivation of the saturation temperature from this measurement is

discussed in the Sensor Design section of this chapter. A pressure relief volume was also
located in the fluid volume to alleviate the pressure created by the fluid expansion during
heating. This pressure relief volume was filled with a contained compressible gas. In
trial testing, described in a later section, a silicon closed cell foam was used for this
volume.
Above the material samples and below the pressure relief volume is a support
ring. The ring is spaced from the bottom with a polycarbonate outer standoff, is axially
18

aligned to the outer chamber wall and is tensioned in place pulling against the polymer
support strings routed from the samples, Figure 3.6 left. The Kevlar thread is attached to
a small screw whose nut is tightened to provide the tension and adjustment, Figure 3.6
right.

Figure 3.6

Concept Design B Chamber Internal Fixture. Material samples and
polycarbonate standoff (left) and sample tensioning screw heat
(right)

The symmetric arrangement of the six samples simplifies the experiment
operation by allowing the assumption that each sample has a similar field of view.
Additionally, the samples all have a direct view from the imaging sensor and the
illumination LEDs allowing one common image sensor for all samples.
A circuit board positioned below the chamber supports the operation of the
experiment. This circuit manages the pressure measurement, temperature measurements,
19

image capture, chamber illumination and sample heat control and monitoring.

To

measure the pressure, a Honeywell 19C100P4K pressure sensor, specifically designed for
harsh environments, is included. Its response is a differential, radiometric analog output
voltage. The circuit board provides excitation and measures the analog voltage using a
differential input Analog to Digital Converter (ADC), Texas Instruments ADS1118.
Digital communication to the Micro Controller Unit (MCU) is used to acquire the ADC
value.
To acquire the temperature, the voltage difference between the two leads of the
thermocouple is amplified then measured by an ADC. Each lead is routed from the
sample, out of the chamber, to the supporting circuitry. A dedicated thermocouple IC,
Maxim Integrated MAX31855T, is used for each of the six samples to perform the
temperature compensated gain and ADC measurement.

The IC determines the

temperature at the junction of the thermocouple and itself. Digital communication is used
to communicate the temperature to the MCU.
To heat the samples, a voltage is held across a metal film resistor embedded in the
sample resulting in current flow. An external power source is used to power the heaters.
The voltage and current flow are monitored by a battery monitoring IC, Linear
Technologies LTC2942-1, and are used to calculate the power dissipated into the heaters.
Individual heater controls are enabled by optically isolated transistors, Panasonic
AQV252G, and allows the MCU to enable the channels. Digital communication is used
to communicate the power data to the MCU.
The MCU is the host for all communications to and from each sensor. The MCU
used is the Atmel ATXmega128A1, available on an Atmel Xplained-A1evaluation board.
20

A circuit board shield compatible with the evaluation board has been created to
electrically and mechanically interface to all supporting sensors, See Appendix B.
In addition to the primary measurements of heat transfer, an Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) and imaging sensor support the understanding of the experimental data. A 6degree of freedom IMU is implemented to measure the movement of the experiment,
consisting of a 3-axis 250°/s angular rate sensor, ST Microelectronics L3G4200D, and 3axis 2g accelerometer, Analog Device ADXL345.
An image sensor, the Toshiba TCM8240MD, and LED array, six Everlight 3mm
T-1 round LEDs, allow the instrument to capture an image of all material samples. The
LEDs illuminate the container and the image sensor captures the data.

Figure 3.7

Imaging System Field of View - Sensor interacting with the sample
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Figure 3.8

Small Satellite Payload Configuration. The dimensions of an assembly
of two boiling apparati fits nicely in a 0.3U[11] payload bay of a
CubeSat. CubeSats have a minimum size of 100x100x100mm cube.
This payload is less than 90x75x32mm and could be hosted as a
payload.

Sensor Design
Operation of the chamber involves a series of measurements from each of the
sensors listed in the design. A series of these measurements, as energy is applied,
provides the data used to create a thermal profile. Figure 3.10 shows the logical flow of
how measurements provide data points to the thermal profile and, using the control
algorithm in the next section, points along the profile are gathered automatically.
Time is measured with the Real Time Clock module of the Atmel
ATXmega128A1 microcontroller. Periodic measurements, driven by this module, will
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trigger the sensor measurements and progress the custom control algorithm described in
the next section.
The Honeywell pressure sensor is a harsh environment pressure sensor with an
operational range of 0 to 689kPa and 0°C to 85°C, exceeding the needed temperature and
pressure range of the apparatus. The sensor has a linear radiometric output, which is
being supplied by the 5 volt bus. The differential output is digitized through an external
16bit ADC. The 5 volt bus is externally supplied to the instrument and is required to be a
precision, low noise supply. To reduce the random uncertainty in the system, a series of
10 measurements are averaged, separated in time by 1.3 milliseconds at the highest
refresh rate of the ADC.

The operational time penalty to performing several

measurements is negligible as this operation takes place in parallel with the electrical
power measurement, requiring 15ms to provide a solution.

Figure 3.9

Logical Flow of Sensor Measurements
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The saturation temperature is considered a fundamental property of the fluid and
is represented as a function of pressure.

A regression curve, Equation 3.2, of the

relationship between saturation temperature, in Kelvin, and absolute pressure of water, in
Pascals, through the expected pressures has been created using Microsoft Excel, see
Appendix F. The control algorithm requires the saturation temperature to compensate for
the increase in pressure as energy is added to the fluid.

The Equation 3.1 is an

approximation of the saturation temperature and is sufficient for payload operation.
Appendix F also identifies a 5th order polynomial which has a better approximation of the
saturation temperature which could be used to provide better results for the scientific
conclusion.
(3.1)
An estimate of the material surface temperature is found by using a radial heat
transfer equation. By assuming radial steady state heat transfer and that the heat is evenly
transferred through the sample, the heat flux q”, material thermal conductivity k, and
inner and outer radius dimensions can be used to find the surface temperature using
Equation 3.2, derived from Equation 3.27 from Incropera[15].
(3.2)
The assumptions for the simple estimate of surface temperature using Equation
3.2 are not reasonable for conclusive scientific results. A detailed estimation of the
surface temperature is determined by modifying the properties of the 3D transient thermal
model to match the actual experimental measurements.

The heater power profile

measured over time should be set as the input heat load. The sample initial temperature,
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as measured, should be set to all solids in the model. The heat load representing the heat
to the fluid should be modified to get the node at the thermocouple measurement to have
the measured response curve.
To measure the local acceleration at any point on the system, an IMU is
incorporated in the design. For trial testing of the system, a low sensitivity IMU is used,
sufficient for situational awareness through testing, but is only accurate to 10-2g, see
Appendix K. The IMU is considered 6-axis and measures the linear acceleration and
angular rate from its mounting location on the PCB along all three dimensions. The local
acceleration on the sample can be mathematically derived using Figure 3.10 and Equation
3.3.
The local acceleration vector at any point in the rigid system,

, is

determined by taking an accelerometer measurement, “a”, and
compensating for any difference in acceleration between the two
locations. Because the system is assume to be rigid, rotation is the
only theoretical cause of a difference and can be approximated by
the cross product of the angular rate,

, of the system and the

vector from the accelerometer and the location of interest, “ ”[13].
(3.3)
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Figure 3.10

Logical Flow of IMU Measurements to provide local acceleration data
at any point in the system.

Uncertainty Analysis
The sensors used in this apparatus have uncertainties sensitive to thermal drift.
When operating near 25°C, these uncertainties can be neglected.

The following

calculations do not incorporate uncertainties due to thermal drift. The uncertainty of the
saturation temperature, surface temperature, power and local acceleration are explained
below following the guideline of Coleman[10].
The pressure sensor is a radiometric differential analog pressure sensor. The
response has one main source of random uncertainty and two sources of systematic
uncertainty. First, the input noise from the power supply is seen as noise on the output
and becomes the source of random uncertainty. The pressure sensor response is intended
to be linear with a response of zero volts when at an absolute pressure of 0. In reality, the
zero point offset is not exactly 0 and, based on manufacturer information, can deviate up
to 2% of the full scale output voltage. The full scale pressure range of the sensor, 689475
Pa, has a radiometric voltage output range 1% of the supply voltage. This range can
deviate up to 2% of the output voltage range.
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The differential output of the pressure sensor is routed into an ADC. The ADC
has an internal voltage reference of 4.096V and has a signed result giving a total range of
8.192V. The input signal can be amplified to increase the voltage resolution of the
measurement.

Because the pressure sensor configuration has a 50mV range, the

maximum 16x gain option has been selected. A 0.03% systematic uncertainty applied to
the gain stage.
To reduce the uncertainty, a system calibration can be performed including the
power supply, pressure sensor and ADC. The systematic uncertainty will be removed by
performing the two point calibration at the extents of the desired pressures. A series of
measurements under the same pressure were used to determine the standard deviation and
estimate the random uncertainty, see Appendix E.
The pressure result will then be used to determine the saturation temperature of
the fluid using a regression curve. Power and polynomial regression curves have been
made over the desired pressure range of the apparatus using water and can be found in
Appendix F. The polynomial regression curve has an R-squared value of 0.99999899,
though only the first 3 digits can be used, indicating that the actual saturation temperature
of the fluid for a given pressure has a possible uncertainty of 0.034%.
The Saturation Temperature is true, with 95% confidence, within

of the

result, Appendix H. The uncertainty of Equation 3.1 after calibration is 0.016K, Equation
H.22.
The Surface Temperature is determined by first an experimental measurement
under the surface followed by a recreation of the properties experimentally measured in
Thermal Desktop. The uncertainty of the thermocouple is determined in Appendix I.
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The average of 100 thermocouple measurements was, with 95% confidence, within
of the true temperature under the surface.
The energy dissipated in the material sample was assumed to be solely from the
electrical energy dissipated in the heating resistor.

The energy is designed to be

determined by multiplying the voltage drop over the heating resistor to the time
derivative of the coulomb counter to get power.

As compared in Appendix J, the

uncertainty is greatly reduced by using the tolerance of the resistance instead of the
coulomb counter. The uncertainty of this method is 0.112W. This means that the heat
applied to the sample is known, with 95% confidence, within 0.22W of the result.
The acceleration at any point in the system can be determined using Equation 3.3.
This calculation depends on the measurement from an accelerometer along all three axes,
an angular rate sensor about all three axes and the mechanical vector between the
accelerometer and the point of interest. This configuration incorporates a wide range of
possible sources of uncertainty such as, but not limited to, component alignment
uncertainty, internal to sensor alignment uncertainty, thermal dependency, cross-axis
sensitivity, mechanical flexure, sensor drift, electrical noise and vibrations. The sensors
selected are only suggested to be used for situational awareness, for example
understanding when a microgravity test has started on a vehicle such as a parabolic
aircraft, and not for measuring, with any certainty, the local acceleration within the
system. When only considering one axis of acceleration sensor noise, the uncertainty is
0.0021g, Appendix K, showing that the sensor is not suitable for direct measurement of
the acceleration of the system in a true microgravity environment, 10-6g.
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Fabrication and Assembly
The parts were manufactured according to the mechanical design using cutting
tools available at the University of Alabama in Huntsville. A manual rotary tool, CNC
lathe and CNC mill were the primary tools used to fabricate the parts.

Figure 3.11

Fabricated Chamber Parts. The parts were fabricated from scratch by
the author.
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Figure 3.12

Submerged Part Assembly. The parts were assembled in a submerged
water tank to allow all air to be removed from each part before
assembly.

Figure 3.13

The Circuit Board Assembly. The circuit board assembly was
completed with hand soldering by the author
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Trial Testing - First Round
Trial testing of the apparatus focused on testing the heated sample to verify its
operation. Testing information was published in previous work[8]. The material sample
design followed Concept Design B and featured a metal film resistor core with all
electrical leads exiting the bottom of the sample. The test equipment used included the
onboard pressure sensor and supporting electronics, an external variable DC power
supply and an industrial process controller.
The pressure sensor and supporting electronics were calibrated together using a
column of water providing hydraulic pressure in addition to the atmospheric pressure.
The absolute atmospheric pressure was determined using the current local weather
conditions from the NOAA GFS Meteorogram[4]. A series of measurements were taken
at each test point and averaged to create a calibration curve for the ADC response.
The first set of functional testing included a series of experiments, which, at a
constant input heat, were operated until the sample temperature reached a reasonably
steady value, see Figure 3.14. The thermocouple was used below the surface to allow the
surface temperature to be estimated. The pressure and thermocouple temperature were
logged to provide an idea of the change in pressure. Testing was repeated at increasing
power levels.
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Figure 3.14

Functional Test Results Plot.
The temperature plot of three
consecutive tests, each with a higher power applied to the heating
resistor. The temperature is in units of degrees Celsius.

Pressure containment of the chamber showed promising results though issues
were uncovered. The chamber was intended to operate up to 400kPa, absolute. During
testing, the pressure increased due to thermal expansion of water. The fixed volume
system increased pressure by 11% during the test but was allowed to alleviate some
volume constraints by compressing the pressure relief foam previously described and
gases in the distilled water. Accurate use of the apparatus would require a de-gassing
process to remove the dissolved gas to provide valid proper measurements of the fluid
properties.
In the first round of testing, difficulty was found in determining the heat flux as a
function of temperature over saturation temperature. The instruments were operated
independently leaving the real time calculation of the excess temperature infeasible. To
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simplify the testing and better understand the test results, a second set of testing was
performed similar to the first round but in an open water bath. This provided a constant
pressure test environment and allowed for visual inspection of the system.

Figure 3.15

Boiling on Material Sample. Material sample testing with bubble
formation in open water bath

The second set of testing showed that the sample could achieve boiling under the
expected thermal and fluid conditions. Several experiments were performed giving a
better understanding of the boiling activity. Visual inspection during the experiment
revealed the sample conducted more heat than expected through the electrical leads
achieving boiling there before the intended exterior sample material surface boiled water.
Jets of bubbles formed from the leads. Boiling at the surface occurred and after a few
experiments, the system showed evidence of failure. The sample was determined to have
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suffered from an overheated core resistor. The current draw dropped drastically showing
the current path was damaged.
The trial testing did provide a concept level verification of the pressure sensor and
heated sample.

The sample heater was identified as a place for improvement, but

conceptually the theory worked. In this testing, no fluid de-gassing was performed,
which is necessary for a more accurate measurement of the heat transfer.
Design Revisions
The design previously tested had shown a failure of both the path of the heat
transfer and maintaining operational temperature levels. A redesign was performed based
on the lessons learned to correct the issues identified. The focus of this redesign was to
transfer more heat to the surface of the sample and reduce the heat conducted to the
electrical leads.
To better manage the heat, the thermal resistance of the path to the material
surface was reduced by reducing the diameter of the material sample. The previous
limiting factor was driven by designing the top electrical lead's path back between the
material surface and resistor to exit the bottom of the sample. Symmetry in the design
drove a balanced thickness requirement in the epoxy interface.

The thickness was

reduced to the diameter of the wire. The new design epoxy thickness is driven by the
smallest available tubing which fits over the metal film resistor. The gap is sufficient for
the thermocouple to be routed in between the material sample and the resistor. The gap,
previously 0.65mm, has been reduced to 0.25mm.
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The electrical power lead from the top of the sample will need to be routed in an
alternative method to reach the bottom chamber pass through. A loose wire connection
routed up the polycarbonate standoff sleeve, Figure 3.8, allows the chamber to
confidently secure the wire without introducing risk or excessive parts.

The

instrumentation of the chamber remains the same as the original design.
Control Algorithm
The theory of operation of the control loop of the system is to perform a
temperature ramp and hold profile while recording all sensor data. The sensor capture
and control loop execution is periodically performed until the entire desired thermal
profile has been completed.

The user specifies the initial hold temperature, the

temperature step size between holding points, number of hold points and the duration of
hold at each point. The profile will follow the desired steps ramping up then back down.
To increase the sample temperature, the controller turns the heater on.

To

decrease the temperature, the controller turns off the heater. To hold the temperature, the
controller turns on and off the heater targeting the desired hold temperature. No dead
band is used by the control loop because the switching hardware and heaters are not
limited by a low number of switching cycles similar to a relay. In each time step, the
algorithm determines if it is inside or outside of a temperature holding time and
progresses to the next target hold temperature if needed.
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Figure 3.16

Example Control Algorithm Profile. Example profile which could be
requested by the control algorithm. The sample would start at 1°C
excess temperature, take 3 steps for a duration of 1 second. The
process would ramp down to collect data on both sides of the profile.

The sensor data is collected from each sensor during each loop and is written to
the serial terminal. A parsing script for this raw data has not been created in this research
but is suggested in future work. The outcome would be plotted as heat flux as a function
of excess temperature, similar to Figure 3.16.
3D Thermal Model One
After trial testing, a 3D model was written. The 3D modeling of the heated
sample assembly was intended to identify many unique characteristics of the design. The
temperature difference across the length of the surface of the heated sample showed how
balanced the heat transfer into the fluid was. The calculated temperature profile of the
electrical lead indicates if too much heat is released into the electrical leads.
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The 3D model was completed in Cullimore & Ring Technologies' Thermal
Desktop[12]. The model includes a group of solid elements arranged mechanically with
heat loads applied.

The solids were divided into the 3 dimensions of cylindrical

coordinates with nodes at each corner of the partition. Each solid has properties of
specific heat capacity, density, and conduction coefficient. Partitions were aligned so the
surfaces that interact have overlapping nodes. Once arranged, the nodes were joined
indicating that each node that overlaps in the model was the same temperature, and that
the interaction with surrounding solids and applied heat loads got merged into one
common node. When solving the transient model, the heat transfer between each node
was determined by conduction through the solid between each node and the external heat
loads applied to each node.
The model included simplified geometry based on assumptions to the internal
resistor geometry.

A ceramic core was surrounded by a metal film layer. Copper

electrical leads contacted the ceramic core. The assembly was encapsulated by a layer of
epoxy then joined to the metal material surface with another epoxy.
The heating resistor was a 5 ohm resistor, which, when a 5 volt potential was
passed over it generates 5 Watts. The 5Watts of power were modeled as a distributed
heat input to the nodes representing the metal film within the resistor. The heat flux for
exposed surfaces was approximated by providing a look up table of values that exist on
the 1G boiling profile as a function of temperature, see Figure 3.18. The flux was applied
to the surfaces exposed to the fluid. The heat loads of this flux were distributed to the
nodes surrounding each surface.
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Figure 3.17

3D Thermal Model 1Design (left) and heat loads (right). The purple
represents the metal surface, brown is copper, red is the metal film,
the white is ceramic, the dark blue is the highly thermally conductive
epoxy and the brown around the metal film is the resistor epoxy
insulation. The heat load input is a 5W input distributed heat to the
metal film layer. The heat load outputs have been applied to all
exposed surfaces and are based on an approximation from a lookup
table found in Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18

Heat Load Array Input Screen showing a graphical representation of
the linear approximation between points in the array within Thermal
Desktop. The heat load for each surface node is determined by this
approximation of the boiling curve.

The model, Figure 3.17, was solved for a transient duration of five seconds. After
five seconds the sample would have reached an excess temperature of 9˚C, partially into
the nucleate boiling profile. Five seconds was chosen to limit the solution time of
Thermal Desktop while approaching the steady state temperatures. The calculation has
taken up to three days to complete.
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Figure 3.19

3D Model 1 Results at 2.5 seconds. The thermal distribution at 2.5
seconds shows the more central region of the metal sample has
reached boiling while the metal sample ends and electrical leads have
not.
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Figure 3.20

3D Model 1 Results at 5 Seconds. The thermal distribution at 5
seconds shows the more balanced surface temperature across all
surfaces of the sample, not limited to the metal sample.

The temperature profile of the surface deviated a substantial amount making this
design impractical for accurate heat transfer measurement.

Figure 3.21

3D Model 1 Surface Temperature Results at 5 Seconds. Material
surface temperature after 5 seconds of operation ranges over 4°C.
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The transient response of the sample in five seconds is calculated for each node.
The following figures show the range of values at the surface, Figure 3.23, and radially at
the center, Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.22

3D Model 1 Transient Temperatures, Radially Ordered, show the
various thermal response times of each layer.
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Figure 3.23

3D Model 1 Transient Temperatures on the Surface show the
temperature distribution.

3D Thermal Model Two
A high dependency on the internal geometry of the metal film resistor was
determined to be critical to controlling the heat flow. A resistor was ground open to
determine its internal geometry, Figure 3.24. The resistor had some expected features
such as a ceramic core wrapped in the metal film heating element. An unexpected
property was that the electrical contacts were crimped on the ends of the ceramic to
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connect to the film heater. This provided for a relatively high conductivity path for heat
to escape and also an inconsistent epoxy thickness along its height.

Figure 3.24

The Heating Resistor ground in half. The geometry was measured as
seen in Appendix L.

An improved model was made to reflect the actual geometry of the resistor.
Epoxy encapsulation of the contacts was simulated to reduce the temperature of the
exposed surfaces of the model.
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Figure 3.25

3D Thermal Model 2 Design. The second 3D thermal model has
realistic geometry on its interior, left, and heat loads, right.

Figure 3.25 included realistic geometry such as: the copper leads (red) entering
the resistor insulation and cupping the ceramic (white), a protective epoxy (brown)
around that ceramic and copper assembly, a metal sleeve (green) at the height of the
ceramic core attached by a thermally conductive epoxy (black) which was encapsulating
the ends of the entire assembly. A 5W heat load was distributed on the surface of the
ceramic where the metal film was located. The heat is produced on that film and is
assumed to be evenly applied heat to the surface. All surfaces on the exterior of the
sample were given an input table, as seen in Figure 3.26, to approximate their heat load.
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.

Figure 3.26

3D Model 2 Heat Load Array Input Screen showing a graphical
representation of the linear approximation between points in the
array.

This was modified to have zero heat transfer at 0°C, preventing high heat transfer
at lower temperatures. The heat load for each surface node was determined by this coarse
approximation of the boiling curve. The importance of the temperature of zero heat
transfer is not significant for this model because the area of interest for the model is in the
temperature range of boiling, above the 373.15K threshold of this model.
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The results of this thermal model are seen in the following figures. The heat loss
to the copper trace was substantial and caused the copper to draw energy from the
ceramic and metal film heat load. As the sample heats up, the epoxy insulation of the
resistor acts as a thermal insulator and heat is conducted mainly to the copper. The
copper, once exiting the insulating resistor epoxy, then conducts heat to the thermally
conductive epoxy encapsulating the ends of the resistor.

Figure 3.27

Thermal Model 2 at 2.5 Seconds.

Figure 3.27 shows a strong heat path to copper and highest external temperature
which is at the copper exit point of the material sample. Though the heat was applied
uniformly to the ceramic core, the copper is soaking the energy from the heater out of
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each end of the sample. Heat is not conducting radially, even with reduced dimensions
because the thermal conductivity of the epoxy is very low with respect to the copper.
The copper mechanically is a larger diameter than the ceramic, creating a thinner epoxy
coating in its region of the resistor. This reduced thickness of epoxy does not appear to
have created a substantially different heat path because the temperature of the copper is
lower than the core of the resistor.

Figure 3.28

Thermal Model 2 at 4.75s – shows strong heat path to copper and
highest external temperature which is at the copper exit point of the
material sample.
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Chapter Four
Results and implications
The research has promising results capable of producing scientific measurements.
The 1D model showed the power and time approximations are reasonable for use in a
CubeSat[11] payload, achieved by operating the payload periodically making the average
power draw under 0.190W. Initial testing showed that boiling is achievable but also
showed that the easiest thermal path of the Concept Design B was not the material
sample surface but the electrical lead. The objective was to have a balanced surface
temperature and heat flux.
A 3D model was then created with a resized material sample in an attempt to
better control the heat path.

An estimation of the material surface temperature

distribution along with the expected heat flux was obtained, Figure 3.21. A model with a
representative resistor showed that if the length of the material sample exceeded the
length of the heating element, the temperature value dropped off at the ends.
Using the known internal geometry of the resistor and a shorter material sample,
a second 3D thermal model was created. Though the material properties applied within
the resistor were assumed, the model indicated that the heat flow in the electrical lead
dominated the heat transfer.
Separate from the thermal model results, the supporting electronics show that the
pressure sensor, power measurement and thermocouple sensors are reasonably accurate.
The saturation temperature, based on the pressure measurement, has an uncertainty of
0.031K. The power measurement, representing the heat input, is accurate within 5%.
Finally the average of 100 thermocouple measurements give a result within 0.39K. The
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instruments can mechanically fit well within the payload volume of a small satellite
making them a suitable option for a flight system.
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Chapter Five
Conclusions

The conclusion of the modeling results are that the effort to heat the material
sample from the core shows excessive losses through the material sample ends. This
design was driven by the idea of using an off the shelf resistor for heating. The electrical
path is providing an undesired thermal path. This is an unavoidable property to the
concept designs modeled. Alternative solutions are identified in Chapter 6 of the thesis.
The instrument has the potential to operate as desired and should be pursued in future
research.
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Chapter Six
Future work

Apparatus Development
Further development of the instrument should focus on the development of a
material sample with greatly reduced thermal conductivity through the electrical leads
and minimizing the resistance of the thermal path from the heater to the desired surface.
Two possible solutions are suggested. First, a glass tube with a small diameter
resistive wire coiled around its surface to provide heat closer to the material surface
should be used. The material sample, shaped like a cylinder, would then be glued to the
outer surface of the heater wire. The small diameter wire would reduce the heat
conduction down the electrical path.
Second, a metal surface could be plated to any electrically isolated, low thermal
conductivity support. A first metal layer could be applied and act as a resistive film used
to create the heat. A second metal layer could be adhered or plated to the heating first
layer to be the desired material sample. An electrical insulating layer would need to be
added between the two metal layers to prevent undesired current paths.
The supporting electronics developed provide the basics of either of these
solutions. If the future development kept similar geometry and electrical requirements,
the apparatus could be used to support that development. (Electrical requirements: 5V
and 1A maximum)
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De-gassing should be completed on the fluid because a saturated water vapor and
gas mixture change the mixture properties.
The pressure relief should be tested to verify that the volumetric expansion of the
fluid under the highest load does not over pressurize the chamber.
The data parsing program should be written to present the experimental data.
Data buffering may need to be incorporated for host compatibility.
The imaging system implemented on the testing PCB is not equipped with
sufficient hardware to support video capture. The imaging system should be improved to
handle video capture through the experiment operation. Data buffering may need to be
incorporated for host compatibility.
Local acceleration measurement should be improved to provide relevant
knowledge of the environment in orbital conditions. The apparatus is suggested to be
used on platforms that achieve as low as 10-6g.
Testing
The apparatus should be experimentally verified in a reduced gravity environment
to validate its operation. This can be completed on a sub-orbital or orbital mission, each
offers respective levels of micro-g. In all cases, the material, surface roughness and fluid
should be selected to match the needs of the conditions in question. A scientist or
engineer could use this apparatus to better understand a material fluid relationship in an
effort to mature a design. Modifying surface roughness will change the bubble formation
and quantity. The author suspects that as the bubbles interact, before coalescence, more
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small bubbles will allow increased heat transfer through the increased area of bubble cell
walls.
Apparatus Versatility
In the future, the scientific use of the instrument could incorporate different fluids,
materials and surface properties to understand the heat transfer in question. The material
sample selected to verify chamber operation in this study was a stainless steel tube, which
was available in the desired geometry. The surface used in the experiment was bare with
a factory roughness. To understand this surface, a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
was used to image a region of the tube to provide a reference for understanding the test
results and bubble formation, see Appendix C. Random imperfections ranging from submicron to significantly larger than micron imperfections were identified on the surface
giving reasonable nucleation points for bubble formation.
Further studies into the effect of the heat transfer surface can be experimented in
the chamber. A scientific implementation of the chamber should carefully select the
surface conditions of the material early in the design process.
With any design, the operational fluid pressure range should be verified to be less
than the operational limits of the chamber, considering the required Factor of Safety.
The uncertainty analysis should be performed to show the revised results including
changes of material, thickness, heat, IMU and fluid. The Thermal Desktop model should
be updated to reflect the actual material selection and anticipated heat inputs and outputs.
The model should suggest a possible thermal profile along the length of the
heated cylinder along with the maximum internal temperature.
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The designer of an

experiment should verify the maximum temperature is less than the operational limit of
the resistor, 175°C.
Environmental Testing
Harsh mechanical and vacuum testing should be performed to verify if the
chamber can survive the environment.

Preparation and implementation for orbital

operations should consider maximum mechanical loading on the flight unit. The pressure
sensor is only rated to survive 10g acceleration, a low amount for launch vehicle
acceptance testing. A qualification unit should be tested for design and workmanship
issues at the “Qualification” levels to allow the flight hardware to only need a
workmanship “Acceptance” testing as the launch provider requires.
The IMU should undergo a complete calibration after testing with expected
launch loads to ensure proper measurement of the local acceleration. Platform movement
and vibrations during or preceding the operation of the instrument should be avoided as
fluid movement and bubble dynamics can be disturbed easily. RF power can induce
unexpected electrical currents within the experiment and should be avoided during
experimental measurements.
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Appendix A
Electrical Components
The major components used in the development of the apparatus are listed in the
following table. Supported hardware used should include the suggested components of
each device.

Table A.1

Primary Apparatus Components

Item

Manufacturer

Accelerometer
ADC
Battery Gas Gauge
Camera
Gyroscope
Heating resistor
Kevlar thread
LED
MCU
MCU evaluation board
Optically Isolated Transistors
Pressure sensor
Thermally conductive epoxy
Thermocouple
Thermocouple IC

Analog Device
Texas Instruments
Linear Technology
Toshiba
ST Microelectronics
Vishay
McMaster-Carr
Everlight 3mm T-1 round LEDs
Atmel
Atmel
Panasonic
Honeywell
Epoxies.com
Omega Engineering
Maxim Integrated
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Part Number
ADXL345
ADS1118
LTC2942-1
TCM8240MD
L3G4200D
RN55D4R99FB14
8800K41
204-15/T1C3-4QSA
ATXmega128A1
Xplained-A1
AQV252G
19C100P4K

50-3150RFR
SA1-T
MAX31855T

Appendix B
Electrical Schematic and Board Design

Figure B.1

Apparatus PCB Schematic, designed in CadSoft Eagle PCB[9]
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Figure B.2

Apparatus PCB Board Design, Eagle PCB. The red traces are on the top
and blue traces are the bottom.
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Appendix C
Surface Conditions
The bubble formation on a surface is affected by the surface properties of the
material sample.

To better understand the surface conditions of the Stainless steel

hypodermic tubing,used in Concept B, a random location was inspected using a Scanning
Electron Microscope. This was performed with the support of STI Electronics

Figure C.1

SEM of Surface at 200 Micrometers. The black spots were identified
by the equipment operator as possible contamination from a
biological source. The surface shows a lot of imperfections from
manufacturing.
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Figure C.2

SEM #1 of Surface at 100 Micrometers.
markings are clearly visible.
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Pits, crevices, and tool

Figure C.3

SEM #2 of Surface at 100 Micrometers. A second location show
similar features as Figure C.2.
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Figure C.4

SEM #1 of Surface at 50 Micrometers. Though the larger tooling
marks are smooth ripples at this scale, small scuffs can be identified
along with small pits and bumps.
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Figure C.5

SEM #2 of Surface at 50 Micrometers. The surface defect located in
the center of this figure provides various imperfections. In addition,
many smaller pits are covering the surface.
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Figure C.6

SEM #3 of Surface at 50 Micrometers. Pits in this image measure less
than 5 micrometers randomly over the surface.
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Figure C.7

SEM #4 of Surface at 50 Micrometers. A large pit in the bottom center
appears to have smooth geometry on this scale of inspection though in
the local area other imperfections seem to include random pits.
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Figure C.8

SEM of Surface at 20 Micrometers. The surface here shows the details
of the scuffs in Figure C.4. There are many discontinuities providing
locations for fluid nucleation in the area of the scuffs.
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Appendix D
Apparatus Control Software
The main code shows the device initialization, a variety of debug functions and
the raw control code for the experiment. Software development is completed in Atmel’s
Atmel Studio and utilizes Atmel’s AVR Software Framework for device drivers[6].
/**
* This code operates the boiling apparatus
*
* Eric Becnel
*
*/
#include <asf.h>
#include <sysclk.h>
#include <stdio_serial.h>
#include <conf_usart_serial.h>
#include <conf_spi_master.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <util/delay.h>
//configure
typedef struct
{
//user inputs
int16_t Tmin;//0.01K steps, the minimum temperature above the saturation
temperature
uint16_t Tstep;//0.01K steps, the temperature set point to hold at each step
uint16_t thold;//0.0625s steps, how long to wait at a given time step
uint8_t n;//number of steps desired on each side of the curve
uint8_t sample;//sample ID for that being measured and heated
//profile controls
uint8_t N;//current step of desired temperature curve
uint8_t d;//uphill or downhill
uint16_t tnum;//how long is running within this current time step
uint16_t TNUM;//absolute time from RTC time step
int16_t Ttgr;//target temperature for this step
} ConfigStruct;
volatile ConfigStruct CT;
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//operations
void TempProfile(void);
void expShutDown(void);

//RTC
static void alarm(void);
//Capture
typedef struct
{
uint16_t clock;
uint16_t voltage;
uint16_t current;
int16_t accelX;
int16_t accelY;
int16_t accelZ;
int16_t gyroX;
int16_t gyroY;
int16_t gyroZ;
uint16_t SampTemp;
uint16_t RefTemp;
uint16_t Pressure;
uint16_t SatTemp;
uint8_t PowerBits;
} BoilingStruct;
volatile BoilingStruct BoilingSample;
void sampleData(void);
void sampleData2(void);
void PrintRaw (void);
//Startup
void PowerCheck(void);//This prints the various component statuses to verify
their functionality
//USART
volatile uint8_t Message[50];
volatile uint8_t MessageL=0;
//SPI
volatile uint8_t SPIreturn[4];
volatile uint8_t SPIsend[4];
//TWI
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volatile uint8_t TWIbuff[4];
void readsinglesetting(twi_package_t str, uint8_t regi);
void readseveralsetting(twi_package_t str, uint8_t regi,uint8_t len);
void writesinglesetting(twi_package_t str, uint8_t regi, uint8_t val);
//Heaters
void HOT(uint8_t ch, uint8_t state);
uint8_t getheat(uint8_t ch);
//Pressure
struct spi_device spi_Pressure = {
.id = ADS1118
};
volatile uint32_t ADC=0;//the currently measured pressure value
volatile uint32_t ADCAVG;//the number of samples
volatile uint32_t ADCAVGL=0;//While averaging, this is the current number of
samples
volatile uint32_t ADCAVGC=10;//the number of pressure samples to average
void PressureConfig(void);//send configuration command to Pressure sensor
void ADCAverage(uint8_t avg);//collects an average number of ADC samples
void PressureSampleDump(uint16_t samps);
//Temperature
struct spi_device spi_TC0 = {
.id = MAX31855_0
};
struct spi_device spi_TC1 = {
.id = MAX31855_1
};
struct spi_device spi_TC2 = {
.id = MAX31855_2
};
struct spi_device spi_TC3 = {
.id = MAX31855_3
};
struct spi_device spi_TC4 = {
.id = MAX31855_4
};
struct spi_device spi_TC5 = {
.id = MAX31855_5
};
void Temperature(uint8_t ch);
void Temperature0(void);
void Temperature1(void);
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void Temperature2(void);
void Temperature3(void);
void Temperature4(void);
void Temperature5(void);
void TempCheck(void);
void TempCalc(uint8_t ch);
volatile uint16_t TCtemp;
volatile uint16_t RFtemp;
//Accelerometer
volatile twi_package_t ADXstr = {
.addr[0]
= 0x04,//the address within the chip after it is selected
.addr_length = 1,//configured for each transaction
.chip
= ADXL345,//configured for each transaction
.buffer
= TWIbuff,//configured for each transaction
.length
= 1,//configured for each transaction
.no_wait = false
};
//Gyro
volatile twi_package_t L3Gstr = {
.addr[0]
= 0x04,//the address within the chip after it is selected
.addr_length = 1,//configured for each transaction
.chip
= L3G4200D,//configured for each transaction
.buffer
= TWIbuff,//configured for each transaction
.length
= 1,//configured for each transaction
.no_wait = false
};
//Power Meter
volatile twi_package_t LTCstr = {
.addr[0]
= 0x04,//the address within the chip after it is selected
.addr_length = 1,//configured for each transaction
.chip
= LTC2942,//configured for each transaction
.buffer
= TWIbuff,//configured for each transaction
.length
= 1,//configured for each transaction
.no_wait = false
};
uint8_t GasCTRL=0b00001000;
/*
00 sleep mode
001 coulomn counter prescaler
00 alerts diabled
0 not sutdown
*/
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void GasConfig(void);
void GasGetSettings(void);
//Camera
volatile twi_package_t TCMstr = {
.addr[0]
= 0x04,//the address within the chip after it is selected
.addr_length = 1,//configured for each transaction
.chip
= TCM8240MD,//configured for each transaction
.buffer
= TWIbuff,//configured for each transaction
.length
= 1,//configured for each transaction
.no_wait = false
};

int main (void)
{
board_init();
sysclk_init();
//init usart
const usart_serial_options_t usart_serial_options =
{
.baudrate = USART_SERIAL_BAUDRATE,
.charlength = USART_SERIAL_CHAR_LENGTH,
.paritytype = USART_SERIAL_PARITY,
.stopbits = USART_SERIAL_STOP_BIT
};
//initilaize serial port and interrupt
usart_init_rs232(USART_SERIAL, &usart_serial_options);
usart_set_rx_interrupt_level(USART_SERIAL,USART_INT_LVL_MED);
//init SPI
spi_master_init(Sensors_SPI);
//initilize for pressure
spi_master_setup_device(Sensors_SPI,
SPI_BAUDRATE, 0);
spi_enable(Sensors_SPI);
//process each TC for power up
for(uint8_t i=0;i<6;i++)
{
Temperature(i);
}
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&spi_Pressure,

SPI_MODE_1,

//init TWI
twi_options_t m_options = {
.speed = TWI_SPEED,
.speed_reg = TWI_BAUD(sysclk_get_cpu_hz(), TWI_SPEED)
};
sysclk_enable_peripheral_clock(Sensors_TWI);
twi_master_init(Sensors_TWI, &m_options);
twi_master_enable(Sensors_TWI);
//init RTC
rtc_init();
rtc_set_callback(alarm);

//turn on interrupts
irq_initialize_vectors();
cpu_irq_enable();
//init devices
//Pressure
PressureConfig();
//Accelerometer settings
writesinglesetting(ADXstr,DATA_FORMAT,0b00001000);//4mG/bit and
+-2G range, right justified
writesinglesetting(ADXstr,BW_RATE,0b00001100);//400 Hz
writesinglesetting(ADXstr,POWER_CTL,0b00001000);//start to measure
//Gyro settings
writesinglesetting(L3Gstr,CTRL_REG1,0b00001111);//400 hz, 110Hz
bandwidth 0b10111111
//bad is 02 96 00 0A FE 79
//03 EF FF 66 FD A2
//02 75 FF F4 FE 74

_delay_ms(1500);
//Gas Guage
GasConfig();

//we are up and running
PORTE.OUTTGL=0xff;//toggle the LEDs
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while (1)
{

}
}
//RTC callback
static void alarm(void)
{
PORTE.OUTTGL=0xff;//toggle the LEDs
rtc_set_alarm_relative(4);//triggers on the next RTC click
sampleData();
TempProfile();
sampleData2();
PrintRaw();
PORTE.OUTTGL=0xff;//toggle the LEDs
}
//Capture
void sampleData(void)
{
//this function update the current struct of measurements
//get the Real Time Clock time
BoilingSample.clock=RTC.CNT;
//trigger voltage conversion
writesinglesetting(LTCstr,PWR_Control,(GasCTRL|0b10000000));
//Get the ADC Pressure value and calculate the pressure and associated saturation
temperature
ADCAverage(ADCAVGC);
//ADCAVG is 8 bits above the actual ADC value and will be reduced at
the output
//The bit resolution is 107.731125 Pa/bit
//At higher pressure, 4 Bar or 400000 Pa, the output needs to be reduced
by an order of magnitude to fit in a uint16
//the calculation has a lot of digits behind the decimal, so it is all increased
again by 8 bits
//this all results in a slope of 2757.92
//When using it, shift off the lower 16 bits
uint32_t P=((uint32_t)ADCAVG+0)*2757.92;//0 offset and slope in
resolution/10 to fit in 16 bit register but multiplied by 8 now to reduce calculation losses
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BoilingSample.Pressure=P>>16;//Pa //reduce the result by 8 bits for the
increase from averaging and 8 bits for calculation losses
//The saturation table us based on text book reference giving the following
power regression
//SatTemp=149.4*Pressure^0.0794
//SatTemp in K
//Pressure in Pa
//Since the pressure is increased by 7 bits, use the following equation
//SatTemp=101.62*Pressure^0.0794
//SatTemp in K
//Pressure in Pa*2^7

P=P>>9;//shift off the extra bits to result in Pa *2^7
P=(P*10);// this will account for the resolution drop of performed earlier
double Tsat=pow((double)P,(double)0.794);
Tsat=pow((double)Tsat,(double)0.1);
Tsat=(double)Tsat*10162;//this is 100x, so the temperature is in .01K
resolution
BoilingSample.SatTemp=(uint16_t)Tsat;

//get the power supply data that was already triggered
readseveralsetting(LTCstr,PWR_VoltageMSB,2);//read

from

the

gas

gauge
BoilingSample.voltage=(TWIbuff[0]<<8)|(TWIbuff[1]);

readseveralsetting(LTCstr,PWR_AccumulatedChargeMSB,2);//read from
the gas gauge
BoilingSample.current=(TWIbuff[0]<<8)|(TWIbuff[1]);
//get the accelerometer readings
readseveralsetting(ADXstr,DATAX0,6);//read from the accelerometer
BoilingSample.accelX=TWIbuff[1]<<8|TWIbuff[0];
BoilingSample.accelY=TWIbuff[3]<<8|TWIbuff[2];
BoilingSample.accelZ=TWIbuff[5]<<8|TWIbuff[4];
//get the Gyroscope readings
//readseveralsetting(L3Gstr,OUT_X_L,6);//read from the gyro
//BoilingSample.gyroX=TWIbuff[1]<<8|TWIbuff[0];
//BoilingSample.gyroY=TWIbuff[3]<<8|TWIbuff[2];
//BoilingSample.gyroZ=TWIbuff[5]<<8|TWIbuff[4];
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readsinglesetting(L3Gstr,OUT_Z_H);//read from the gyro
TWIbuff[5]=TWIbuff[0];
readsinglesetting(L3Gstr,OUT_Z_L);//read from the gyro
TWIbuff[4]=TWIbuff[0];
readsinglesetting(L3Gstr,OUT_Y_H);//read from the gyro
TWIbuff[3]=TWIbuff[0];
readsinglesetting(L3Gstr,OUT_Y_L);//read from the gyro
TWIbuff[2]=TWIbuff[0];
readsinglesetting(L3Gstr,OUT_X_H);//read from the gyro
TWIbuff[1]=TWIbuff[0];
readsinglesetting(L3Gstr,OUT_X_L);//read from the gyro
BoilingSample.gyroX=TWIbuff[1]<<8|TWIbuff[0];
BoilingSample.gyroY=TWIbuff[3]<<8|TWIbuff[2];
BoilingSample.gyroZ=TWIbuff[5]<<8|TWIbuff[4];

//Get the sample and reference temperatures
TempCalc(CT.sample);
BoilingSample.SampTemp=TCtemp;//0.01K steps
BoilingSample.RefTemp=RFtemp;//0.01K steps

//Power bits
BoilingSample.PowerBits=getheat(CT.sample)<<4;//what is it going in?
}
void sampleData2(void)
{
BoilingSample.PowerBits|=getheat(CT.sample)<<0;//what is it going out?
}
void PrintRaw (void)
{
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.clock>>8);//s
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.clock);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.voltage>>8);// V=6*Vadc/65335
(mV)
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.voltage);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.current>>8);//
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.current);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.accelX>>8);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.accelX);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.accelY>>8);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.accelY);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.accelZ>>8);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.accelZ);
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usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.gyroX>>8);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.gyroX);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.gyroY>>8);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.gyroY);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.gyroZ>>8);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.gyroZ);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.SampTemp>>8);//
T=SampTemp/100 (K)
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.SampTemp);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.RefTemp>>8);// T=RefTemp/100
(K)
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.RefTemp);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.Pressure>>8);//
P=Pressure*10
(Pa)
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.Pressure);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.SatTemp>>8);// T=SatTemp/100
(K)
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.SatTemp);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,BoilingSample.PowerBits);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,CT.N);//which step in the profile
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,CT.d);//direction in the profile
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,CT.tnum>>8);//time step within a temperature
hole profile
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,CT.tnum);//time step within a temperature hole
profile
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,CT.TNUM>>8);//time step total
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,CT.TNUM);//time step total
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,CT.Ttgr>>8);//current target temperature
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,CT.Ttgr);//current target temperature
_delay_ms(1);//make sure it all gets out
}
//Startup
void PowerCheck(void)
{
//USART
MessageL=sprintf(Message,"\r\nUSART Works\r\n");
usart_serial_write_packet(USART_SERIAL,Message,MessageL);
_delay_ms(10);
//accel
TWIbuff[0]=0;
readsinglesetting(ADXstr,DEVID);
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if(TWIbuff[0]==0xE5)
{
MessageL=sprintf(Message,"Accelerometer works\r\n");
}
else
{
MessageL=sprintf(Message,"Accelerometer Failed\r\n");
}
usart_serial_write_packet(USART_SERIAL,Message,MessageL);
_delay_ms(10);
//gyro
TWIbuff[0]=0;
readsinglesetting(L3Gstr,WHO_AM_I);
if(TWIbuff[0]==0b11010011)
{
MessageL=sprintf(Message,"Gyro works\r\n");
}
else
{
MessageL=sprintf(Message,"Gyro Failed\r\n");
}
usart_serial_write_packet(USART_SERIAL,Message,MessageL);
_delay_ms(10);
//Power Meter
GasConfig();//try to set it
TWIbuff[0]=0;
readsinglesetting(LTCstr,PWR_Control);
if(TWIbuff[0]==GasCTRL)
{
MessageL=sprintf(Message,"Power Meter works\r\n");
}
else
{
MessageL=sprintf(Message,"Power
Failed%c\r\n",TWIbuff[0]);
}
usart_serial_write_packet(USART_SERIAL,Message,MessageL);
_delay_ms(10);
//Pressure
PressureConfig();
if((SPIsend[0]==SPIreturn[0])&(SPIsend[1]==SPIreturn[1]))
{
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Meter

MessageL=sprintf(Message,"Pressure configured\r\n");
}
else
{
MessageL=sprintf(Message,"Pressure not configured\r\n");
}
usart_serial_write_packet(USART_SERIAL,Message,MessageL);
_delay_ms(10);
//Temperature
TempCheck();
//Camera
}
//USART
ISR(USARTC0_RXC_vect)
{
//read in command and call the function
//usart_putchar(USART_SERIAL, usart_getchar(USART_SERIAL));
uint8_t A=usart_getchar(USART_SERIAL);
PORTE.OUTTGL=0xff;//toggle the LEDs
switch (A)
{
case 0://test the pressure sensor
{
ADCAverage(ADCAVGC);//10 is the number
averaged
usart_putchar(USART_SERIAL,ADCAVG>>8);
usart_putchar(USART_SERIAL,ADCAVG);
break;
}
case 1://check hardware
{
PowerCheck();
break;
}
case 2:
{
// this is all in the state of debugging
int32_t Temper=0;
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of

samples

int32_t TemperDat=0;
int32_t TemperRef=0;
TemperDat=0b00000110010011;//+100.75
TemperRef=0b111011000000;//-20
int32_t TSC=52180;//1000 too high
int32_t TempDT=TemperRef-TemperDat*4;
Temper=(TempDT*TSC)/160;
usart_putchar(USART_SERIAL,Temper>>24);
usart_putchar(USART_SERIAL,Temper>>16);
usart_putchar(USART_SERIAL,Temper>>8);
usart_putchar(USART_SERIAL,Temper);
break;
}
case 3:
{
HOT(0, 1);
_delay_ms(1000);
HOT(0, 0);
break;
}
case 4:
{
TWIbuff[0]=0;
readsinglesetting(L3Gstr,WHO_AM_I);
usart_putchar(USART_SERIAL,TWIbuff[0]);
break;
}
case 5:
{
PressureSampleDump(10000);
break;
}
case 6:
{
//user inputs
CT.Tmin = 100;//0.01K steps, the minimum temperature
above the saturation temperature
CT.Tstep = 200;//0.01K steps, the temperature set point to
hold at each step
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CT.thold = 16;//62.5 ms steps, how long to wait at a given
time step
CT.n =

3;//number of steps desired on each side of

CT.sample=

0;//sample ID

the curve

//profile controls
CT.N =
0;//current step of desired temperature curve
CT.d =
0;//uphill or downhill
CT.tnum
=
0;//how long it has been waiting till
the next time step
CT.TNUM
CT.Ttgr
saturation temperature for this step

=
=

0;//absolute time from RTC time step
0;//target
temperature
above

RTC.CNT = 0;
rtc_set_alarm_relative(0);//triggers on the next RTC click
break;
}
case 7:
{
expShutDown();
break;
}
case 8:
{
PORTR.DIRSET=2;
_delay_ms(1);
PORTR.OUTCLR=2;
_delay_ms(1);
PORTR.OUTSET=2;
_delay_ms(1);
for (uint16_t bad=0;bad<=255;++bad)
{
TWIbuff[0]=0;
readsinglesetting(TCMstr,bad);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,bad);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,TWIbuff[0]);
}
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break;
}
case 9:
{
GasGetSettings();
break;
}

}
//somehow keep a new command from starting another experiment
_delay_ms(1);//make sure the data is done moving before it goes to sleep
}
//TWI
void readsinglesetting(twi_package_t str, uint8_t regi)
{
memset(TWIbuff,0,1);
str.length=1;
str.addr[0]=regi;
twi_master_read(Sensors_TWI, &str);
}
void readseveralsetting(twi_package_t str, uint8_t regi,uint8_t len)
{
memset(TWIbuff,0,len);
str.length=len;
str.addr[0]=regi;
twi_master_read(Sensors_TWI, &str);
}
void writesinglesetting(twi_package_t str, uint8_t regi, uint8_t val)
{
str.addr[0]=regi;
TWIbuff[0]=val;
twi_master_write(Sensors_TWI, &str);
}
//Heaters
void HOT(uint8_t ch, uint8_t state)//Turn on or off the hot wires
{
if (state)
{
//if 1 turn it on
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AQV.OUTSET= 1<<ch;
}
else
{
//if 0 turn it off
AQV.OUTCLR= 1<<ch;
}
}
uint8_t getheat(uint8_t ch)
{
return (AQV.OUT>>ch)&0x01;
}
//Pressure
void PressureConfig(void)
{
//new configuration settings of the pressure sensor
SPIsend[0]=0b00001110;
SPIsend[1]=0b11101011;
//reconfigure the settings on pressure sensor
spi_select_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_Pressure);
spi_write_packet(Sensors_SPI, SPIsend,2);//send new configuration
spi_read_packet(Sensors_SPI,SPIreturn,2);//read it to see if it stayed
spi_deselect_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_Pressure);
}
void ADCAverage(uint8_t avg)
{
ADCAVG=0;
ADCAVGL=0;
_delay_ms(10);
while (ADCAVGL<avg)
{
_delay_us(1300);//its running at 860*0.9 Samples/s 10% accuracy
spi_select_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_Pressure);
spi_read_packet(Sensors_SPI,SPIreturn,2);//read it
spi_deselect_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_Pressure);
ADC= ((((uint32_t)SPIreturn[0])<<16)|(uint32_t)SPIreturn[1]<<8);
ADCAVG=(ADCAVG/(ADCAVGL+1))*ADCAVGL+(ADC/(ADCAVGL+1));
//PressureAVG=(PressureAVG*PressureAVGL+Pressure)/(PressureAVGL+1);
ADCAVGL++;
}
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//this function puts the ADC value with 8 extra bits from averaging samples in
ADCAVG. so drop the lower 8 bits or divide by 2^8.
}
void PressureSampleDump(uint16_t samps)
{
for(uint16_t i=0;i<samps;++i)
{
memset(SPIreturn,0,2);
_delay_us(1200);//its running at 860 Samples/s
spi_select_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_Pressure);
spi_read_packet(Sensors_SPI,SPIreturn,2);//read it
spi_deselect_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_Pressure);
usart_putchar(USART_SERIAL,SPIreturn[0]);
usart_putchar(USART_SERIAL,SPIreturn[1]);
}
}
//Temperature
void Temperature(uint8_t ch)
{
switch (ch)
{
case 0:
{
Temperature0();
break;
}
case 1:
{
Temperature1();
break;
}
case 2:
{
Temperature2();
break;
}
case 3:
{
Temperature3();
break;
}
case 4:
{
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Temperature4();
break;
}
case 5:
{
Temperature5();
break;
}
}
}
void Temperature0(void)
{
spi_select_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_TC0);
spi_read_packet(Sensors_SPI,SPIreturn,4);//read it
spi_deselect_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_TC0);
}
void Temperature1(void)
{
spi_select_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_TC1);
spi_read_packet(Sensors_SPI,SPIreturn,4);//read it
spi_deselect_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_TC1);
}
void Temperature2(void)
{
spi_select_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_TC2);
spi_read_packet(Sensors_SPI,SPIreturn,4);//read it
spi_deselect_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_TC2);
}
void Temperature3(void)
{
spi_select_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_TC3);
spi_read_packet(Sensors_SPI,SPIreturn,4);//read it
spi_deselect_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_TC3);
}
void Temperature4(void)
{
spi_select_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_TC4);
spi_read_packet(Sensors_SPI,SPIreturn,4);//read it
spi_deselect_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_TC4);
}
void Temperature5(void)
{
spi_select_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_TC5);
spi_read_packet(Sensors_SPI,SPIreturn,4);//read it
spi_deselect_device(Sensors_SPI, &spi_TC5);
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}
void TempCheck(void)//checks all of the temperature sensors
{
uint8_t i;
for(i=0;i<6;i++)
{
Temperature(i);
MessageL=sprintf(Message,"TC %i",i);
usart_serial_write_packet(USART_SERIAL,Message,MessageL);
if ((SPIreturn[1]>>1)&0x01)
{
MessageL=sprintf(Message," is not responding\r\n");
usart_serial_write_packet(USART_SERIAL,Message,MessageL);
}
else
{
MessageL=sprintf(Message," is responding");
usart_serial_write_packet(USART_SERIAL,Message,MessageL);
if (SPIreturn[1]&0x01)
{
MessageL=sprintf(Message," and is faulted");
usart_serial_write_packet(USART_SERIAL,Message,MessageL);
}
else
{
MessageL=sprintf(Message," and is not faulted\r\n");
usart_serial_write_packet(USART_SERIAL,Message,MessageL);
}
switch (SPIreturn[3]&0x07)
{
case 0b1:
{
MessageL=sprintf(Message," Open Circuit\r\n");
usart_serial_write_packet(USART_SERIAL,Message,MessageL);
break;
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}
case 0b10:
{
MessageL=sprintf(Message," Short to Gnd\r\n");
usart_serial_write_packet(USART_SERIAL,Message,MessageL);
break;
}
case 0b100:
{
MessageL=sprintf(Message," Short to Vcc\r\n");
usart_serial_write_packet(USART_SERIAL,Message,MessageL);
break;
}
}
}

}
}
void TempCalc(uint8_t ch)//calculated the thermocouple temperature of specified sensor
{
int32_t TemperDat=0;
int32_t TemperRef=0;
Temperature(ch);
//failed?
if (((SPIreturn[1]>>1)&0x01))//does it exist
{
TCtemp=0xffff;
RFtemp=0xffff;
}
else
{
if((SPIreturn[1]>>0)&0x01)//is it faulted?
{
TCtemp=0xffff;
RFtemp=0xffff;
}
else
{
//assemble the test point data
TemperDat=((uint16_t)SPIreturn[0])<<8|((uint16_t)SPIreturn[1]);
TemperDat=TemperDat>>2;
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//assemble the reference point data
TemperRef=((uint16_t)SPIreturn[2])<<8|((uint16_t)SPIreturn[3]);
TemperRef=TemperRef>>4;
TCtemp=TemperDat*25+27315;//put everything in 0.01K
RFtemp=TemperRef*6.25+27315;//put everything in 0.01K
}
}
//returns the temperature in 0.01K so at 100x
}
//Accelerometer
//none
//Gyro
//none
//Power Meter
void GasConfig(void)
{
writesinglesetting(LTCstr,PWR_Control,GasCTRL);//see below
}
void GasGetSettings(void)
{
for (uint16_t bad=0;bad<=15;++bad)
{
TWIbuff[0]=0;
readsinglesetting(LTCstr,bad);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,bad);
usart_serial_putchar(USART_SERIAL,TWIbuff[0]);
}
}
//Camera
void TempProfile(void)
{
if((CT.N<(CT.n*2)))
{
CT.TNUM=CT.TNUM+1;//for absolute step count
// Go to the desired temperature
// the target temperature will be that of the next temperature step if the
target time counter (tnum) has exceeded the desired duration (thold)
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int16_t

dT=BoilingSample.SampTemp-BoilingSample.SatTemp;//0.01K

steps
//look for the end of one time step before progressing to the next
if(CT.tnum>CT.thold)
{
CT.N++;//increment the new target step
CT.tnum=0;//Reset tnum
if(CT.N==CT.n)// trigger the downhill flag
{
CT.d=1;
}
}
CT.Ttgr=CT.d*(CT.N-CT.n);
CT.Ttgr=CT.Tstep*(CT.N-CT.Ttgr);//0.01K steps, where are we as
compared to the target?
CT.Ttgr=CT.Tmin+CT.Ttgr;

//Reset the tnum counter until it reaches the target temperature, then allow
it to proceed
CT.tnum=CT.tnum+1;
if((CT.tnum == 1)&&(abs(dT - CT.Ttgr)>=100))//withing range of 1 deg
K to allow movement to the next step
{
CT.tnum=0;//reset the counter
}
//actually drive the output heater
if((dT>CT.Ttgr)||(RTC.INTCTRL==0))
{
HOT(CT.sample,0);//Set output off
}
else
{
HOT(CT.sample,1);//set output on
}
}
else
{
expShutDown();
}
}
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void expShutDown(void)
{
//Shut down the output and the call back
RTC.INTCTRL=0;//terminate RTC alarms
_delay_ms(100);//wait for all RTC actions to be complete
HOT(CT.sample,0);//Set output off
}
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Appendix E
Pressure Sensor Random Uncertainty Calibration

Figure E.1

ADC Random Uncertainty Calibration – at 800Hz, 10000 samples were
collected from the sensor through the ADC. The ambient pressure
over the 12.5 seconds of operation is assumed to be a constant
pressure. As expected, the deviation from the mean is Gaussian
shaped. The standard deviation is calculated at under 1 bit and the
mean is 844 for this sample data set.
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Appendix F
Saturation Temperature

Pressure (Pa)
80000
90000
100000
150000
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250000
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350000
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Temperature (K)
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416.75836

Water Saturation Temperature

Temperature (K)

5
y = 1.49383E+02x7.94275E-02 y = 1.2152856697E-26x 1.7511125937E-20x4 +
R² = 9.99581E-01
1.0273526447E-14x3 3.2428905376E-09x2 +
420
6.8477978760E-04x +
410
3.2804534106E+02
R²
= 9.9999899367E-01
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Figure F.1

The saturation temperature regression curve calculations. Table data
gathered from the National Institute of Standards and
Technology[18].
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Appendix G
1D Thermal Model
The first model is a simple 1D model showing the heat transfer inside and outside
of the heated sample. In this model, Concept Design A, seen in Figure 3.2, was used for
the geometry and masses. Each portion of the model was represented as a thermal mass
with a heat conduction path through it. The core, two spiral wound heating filaments,
were made of a nickel-chromium-iron alloy. This had a current passing through it and
created the experiment heat. The filaments were glued inside a block of sample material.
The assembly was submerged in water, the working fluid for this model, and heat was
conducted to the material surface then transferred into the fluid through convection. The
fluid modeling simulated one gravity acceleration free convection heat transfer, common
in terrestrial applications.

The excess temperature, the temperature above the fluid

saturation temperature, should reach 20˚C if operated at 5W, Figure 3.3.
((̅̅̅̅ )

) (

)

[G.1]

This model simply uses free convection boiling equations 1.3b, 9.25, 9.26 and
9.24[15] to create Equation G.1.

It is expected that the temperature threshold for

maximum heat transfer, critical heat flux, will be reduced in reduced gravity as the free
convection contributions to heat transfer within the fluid and the vapor bubbles will be
reduced greatly. The 1D thermal model described in Chapter 3 was used to estimate the
energy and thermal response time of the Concept A material sample. The model assumed
an initial temperature of 100°C and passes 5V over the nichrome wires giving a total
power of 5W. The heat dissipated into the water follows the heat curve as shown in
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Error! Reference source not found.. As seen in Figure G.1, the temperature of the
material (specifically the surface) reaches boiling temperatures in less than 3 seconds.

Nichrome (K)

1D Model Results 1g
405

Material (K)

136000

400

135000

395

134000

390

133000

385

132000

380

131000

375

130000

370

129000

Pressure (Pa)

Pressure (Pa)

Temperature (K)

Water (K)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Time (s)

Figure G.1

1D Model Results. The temperature and pressure results of the model
showing that the pressure increases with energy applied. Also, as the
surface is operating at nucleate boiling temperatures, the core is
roughly 5°C above the surface temperature.
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Appendix H
Saturation Temperature Uncertainty Analysis
The uncertainty analysis for the saturation temperature is performed on
the conversion of the ADC result, “

”, to the saturation temperature. The

ADC Result is the measurement returned from the ADS1118. A desktop
calibration, found in Appendix E, shows the standard deviation of the ADC
result, “

” is 0.9948 bits.
(H.1)

The ADC input voltage was amplified then was compared to an internal voltage
reference. The programmable gain amplifier has a systematic uncertainty of 0.03%
which can be removed with an in-system calibration.
(H.2)
The ADC voltage can be determined by multiplying the ADC result to the voltage
reference, accounting for gain, then dividing by the full bit range of the 16 bit ADC.
(

)

(H.3)

At zero pressure the voltage result should be zero but in reality the pressure sensor
may have an offset. The offset, “b”, is considered static and the associated systematic
uncertainty is removed with the two-point calibration.

The pressure can then be

calculated by multiplying the voltage by the slope, “m”, from the two-point calibration
and adding the offset from the two-point calibration.
(H.4)
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The saturation temperature can then be determined using a regression curve. Two
options are presented in Appendix F. The power regression curve, used by the MCU, is
shown as Equation 3.1.
( )

(3.1)

The final equation, if the power regression is used, is presented as Equation H.5.
(

((

))

)

(H.5)

The total uncertainty of the saturation temperature is estimated by Equation H.6.
(

)

(

)

(H.6)

The derivative with respect to the ADC result can be simplified by putting the
base of the power into a function, Equation H.7 and Equation H.8.
(

)

(

(

))

(H.7)

( (

))

(H.8)

The derivative broken into two parts as shown in Equation H.9.
(
(

(

)

))(

( (

)
(

)

(H.9)

)

(

)

(

)

)

(H. 10)
(H.11)

The combined derivative parts are shown in Equation H.12 and are fully reduced
in Equation H.14.
( (

))
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(

)

(

)

(H.12)

( (
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(

(

))

))

(

)

(

)

)

)

(H.13)
(H.14)

The regression curve, as Equation H.15 shows, is the equation for the saturation
temperature. The derivative with respect to the regression curve is Equation H.16.
((

(

))

)

(H.15)
(H.16)

Table H.1

Pressure Measurement Uncertainty Table. Nominal values and
random uncertainties for variables are listed.
The standard
uncertainties are not listed because their contribution to uncertainty
is removed during the calibration.

Variable

Unit

ADCR
Vref
m
b
Regression

Bits
V
Pa/V
Pa
K

Nominal

Random
Source
Standard
Uncertainty
884
0.995 Appendix E
0.256
0
13789515
0
0
0
371.25
0.127 Appendix F

The variable fields the expanded Equation H.6 are filled in with the nominal
values and uncertainty terms as listed in Table H.1.
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((

(

))

(

)

)

(

)
(H.17)
(H.18)

)

(

((

(

(

(

)

))
(

)
)

√(

(

(H.19)

)

(H.20)

)

(H.21)

)

(H.22)

The uncertainty of the saturation temperature of water based pressure
measurements and a power regression curve is 0.016K. In the actual implantation, 10
ADC results were averaged to decrease the effect of unexpected noise. The uncertainty
of the result was not improved substantially.
√(

√

)

(

)

Knowing the uncertainty, the result is, with 95% confidence,
of the calculated saturation temperature.
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(H.23)

Appendix I
Surface Temperature Uncertainty Analysis
The surface temperature determined by taking a temperature measurement under
the surface of the material and using the thermal model back out the heat flux
information. The random uncertainty of the system is a 2°C noise. A set of samples
could be taken and averaged to mitigate the issue.
(I.1)
A set of n samples can be taken to reduce the mean standard deviation.
̅

√

(I.2)

If, for example, the 100 samples are taken, Equation I.3 shows that the uncertainty
is 0.2°C.
̅

(I.3)
√

Knowing the uncertainty, the result is, with 95% confidence,
of the calculated saturation temperature.
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Appendix J
Power Uncertainty Analysis
The power dissipated into the sample at any given measurement is approximated
by Equation J.1.
(J.1)
The current can be determined by taking the derivative with respect to time of the
coulomb counter, Equation J.2.
(J.2)
The power can then be described by Equation J.3.
(J.3)
The random uncertainty can then be approximated by Equation J.4.
(

)

(

)

(

)

(J.4)

Each derivative is shown below.
(J.5)
(J.6)
(
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) (

)

(J.7)

Table J.1

Power Measurement Uncertainty Table. Nominal values and random
uncertainties for variables are listed. The standard uncertainties are
not listed because their contribution to uncertainty is removed during
the calibration.

Variable Unit

V
C1
C2
t1
t2

Nominal

V
C
C
s
s

Random
Standard
Uncertainty

5.00
5.00
5.02
5.00
5.02

0.050
0.050
0.050
0.000
0.000

The uncertainty terms can be populated with specified terms.
(J.8)
(J.9)
(

62500

)

(J.10)

The random uncertainty was determined by inputting the values into Equation J.4.
This method incorporates the derivative of the coulomb counter to determine the
uncertainty. 12.5W is a very high uncertainty.
(

)

(

)

(

)

(J.11)
(J.12)

To reduce the uncertainty, using the value of the resistor, 5 ohms, and its
tolerance, 1%, the uncertainty can be recalculated.
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(J.13)
(J.14)
The random uncertainty can then be approximated by Equation J.15.
(

)

(

)

(J.15)

Each derivative is shown below.
(J.16)
(J.17)
The uncertainty terms can be populated with specified terms.
(J.18)
( )

(J.19)

The random uncertainty was determined by inputting the values in to Equation
J.15. This method incorporates the fixed value resistor.
(

)

(

)

(J.20)
(J.21)

Knowing the uncertainty, the result is, with 95% confidence,
of the calculated Power.
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Appendix K
Local Acceleration Uncertainty Analysis
The local acceleration is determined using Equation 3.3.

The following

uncertainty analysis only incorporates one axis of the acceleration sensor noise. The
ADXL345 sensor is a MEMS device. It is configured for 800Hz operation and is set to
its lowest range of

. The device has a 10 bit resolution and has a noise of 1.1 bits

along its Z axis.
The sensitivity is determined by dividing the total sensor range by the total
number of bits, Equation K.1.
(K.1)
The random uncertainty of the sensor is determined by multiplying the noise to
the sensitivity, Equation K.2.
(K.2)
The random uncertainty introduced by a single axis measurement is three orders
larger than the intended operational acceleration on orbit.
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Appendix L
Resistor Geometry

.

Figure L.1

The Resistor Geometry - visually determined using known geometry
and image overlay within Solid Edge. Units are in inches and a
conversion was used to input geometry into the thermal model.
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Appendix M
Boiling Performance Model Under Reduced Gravity
The following is the approximation of boiling.
Modeling boiling on a large flat horizontal plate
Eric Becnel

Fluid Properties

Properties of saturated water at 100C from Incropera

N s
l  0.000279
2
m
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Liquid density
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l 

Dynamic viscosity

3

  0.0007501

1

l 

Pr 



Specific heat

Surface tension

J
hfg  2265000
kg

 

s

Kinematic viscosity
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kg

J
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kg K
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m

Expansion coefficient

2
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l

Vapor density
3
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K

N
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m

m K
1
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m
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kg

Thermal conductivity

W

k
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Heat of Vaporization

2
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s

Thermal diffusivity

 1.73Prandtl number

Stainless steel, mechanically polished to water interaction
Cs.f  0.0132

n  1

Incropera Table 10.1

System characteristics

Len  1m
Tsat  100°C

Saturation Temperature

Tinf  100°C

Bulk fluid temperature

Ts  105°C

Maximum surface temperature of free convection

Tmax  130°C

Temperature of Critical Heat Flux

Tmin  220°C

Temperature of Leidenfrost point

Trad  1000°C

Estimated temperature where film boiling reaches has equivalent
performance as the critical heat flux.
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Rayleigh number
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Incropera Eq 9.23
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The selection of the Nusselt number equation is dependent the Rayleigh number as seen
below. This plot shows the Rayleigh number dependency on gravity while using a
characteristic length of 1m.
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Accelerations being compared
g high  1g

g low  0.001g
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3

Nucleate
boiling
Incropera Eq 10.5

Nucleate boiling points
from Incropera Table 10.4
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Incropera Eq 10.6

Leidenfrost point
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Incropera, page 630
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Boiling Regimes
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Appendix N
Journal Article
The following pages are a prepared journal article for the International
Communications in Heat and Mass Transfer.
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Abstract
An apparatus designed to measure the performance of nucleate pool boiling in
microgravity is under development. The apparatus was designed as a small satellite
payload in order to gain access to long duration, 10-5g environments. By gathering
performance data of nucleate pool boiling in microgravity, the potential for increased
used of this mode of heat transfer may be considered for spacecraft missions. The
development stage described herein included preliminary functional testing and focused
on the current design of the heated material sample. 3D modeling was used to better
understand the design showing some unfavorable attributes. Remaining development
was focused on the re-design of the heated material sample to attain the desired heat
transfer to the material surface.
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1. Introduction
Nucleate pool boiling is a regime of heat transfer that provides the highest heat
transfer performance from a surface to a quiescent fluid in terrestrial applications. This
boiling regime is commonly used because its performance is well known under 1g
acceleration of gravity. The driving factor of nucleate boiling is buoyancy movement of
the fluid and vapor forcing a circulation of cooler fluid to the surface. Under reduced
gravity, the buoyancy is no longer as significant and other mechanisms may drive the
heat transfer.
The apparatus being developed is intended to be a heat transfer testing payload
utilizing the platform of small satellites. This platform offers a unique environment
because it can operate independently in orbit while having no moving parts. With proper
mission execution, the acceleration levels of the satellite are expected be below 10 -5g for
very long durations (years).
Previous work on this apparatus included the initial instrument design[1] and
testing of a heated material sample within the chamber[2]. The material sample design,
intended to be simple using off-the-shelf components, included a heating resistor and
thermocouple epoxied inside of a cylindrical tube of the material. The electrical leads
exited the sample through its base in the direction of the electrical pass-through holes.
Though boiling was achieved during laboratory testing of the hardware, an
imbalance of heat transfer was identified. Initial bubble formation was on the electrical
lead showing the heat transfer path to the material surface was not that of lowest
resistance. Bubble formation at the material surface tube followed, showing that boiling
was possible there. A design revision was needed to direct the heat primarily to the
material surface tube.
2. The Design
The apparatus is a fluid containment vessel with six material sample assemblies
suspended in the fluid. Each assembly is intended to produce a balanced heat transfer
from the exposed surface of a material sample. The operation targets the nucleate boiling
regime, the mode of heat transfer being investigated. The material surface properties and
fluid can be configured as needed by the operator. Specific heat transfer properties, such
as surface temperature, surface roughness, heat flux, subcooled temperature, and
saturation temperature, are needed to characterize the boiling. Using the material sample
dimensions, the electrical power dissipated over the internal resistor and the embedded
thermocouple, the direct measurement of the surface can be acquired. The instrument
monitors the remaining properties such as the pressure in order to obtain the saturation
temperature, the bulk fluid temperature and the electrical power supplied to the heater.
The design presented builds on previous work by improving the heat transfer
properties from the material sample. This design preferred the use of off-the-shelf
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components, when available, to expedite and simplify both the prototype and
implementation phases of apparatus use. A metal film resistor is used as the heat source.
A stainless steel tube was used as the material sample being heated and exposed to the
fluid. Water was used as the working fluid. Operation was intended to cover the range
of the nucleate boiling regime, which, when at 1 atmosphere of pressure, can reach
approximately 130°C at the material surface. The maximum heat flux depends, in part,
on the acceleration applied to the system, a factor in the buoyancy properties of the
convection within nucleate boiling.
The size of the material was designed to be significantly larger than the bubbles as
they form while remaining small to reduce the power, volume and mass requirements.
The original diameter was 5mm and a length of 10mm. This revised design was intended
to reduce the resistance of the heat path from the resistor core to the material surface. To
do this, the resistor remained the same but the stainless steel tube was reduced in
diameter resulting in less epoxy thickness attaching the material to the heater. The
revised external diameter was 4.76mm.
In this revision of the design, end conditions were determined to be large
variables in the system. The question was how long the sample tube should be,
considering the length of the resistor and possible thermal paths from the end. 3D
modeling was used to estimate the heat transfer properties of the assembly, described in
Section 3.
3. 3D Modeling Design and Results
The material sample is a multi-layer cylindrical assembly intended to conduct
heat radially to the exterior surface where the boiling takes place. The layers include a
ceramic core, a nickel-chromium metal film and copper electrical leads insulated in an
epoxy coating. A material sample concentrically surrounds the resistor and is bonded to
it by a highly thermally conductive epoxy. The first version of the model included a
longer version of the metal sample, extending past the resistor length. The second model
included a shorter version of the material sample, sized to the same length as the resistor
and had epoxy encapsulation to attempt to insulate the ends of the cylinder. The intention
of this modeling is to determine a design which creates a uniform temperature profile and
heat flux profile along the entire surface while maintaining lower heat loss through other
locations
The 3D models were created in Collimore and Ring’s Thermal Desktop. The
model included a series of cylindrical solids concentrically mounted that represent the
actual material layers. The solids were divided into cells along their height, radius and
angle. Nodes were aligned at each corner of each cell and were used to relate the various
modes of heat transfer. Once assembled, nodes that overlapped, represented two surfaces
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mounted against each other, are joined to make one common node. This gave an
effective contact resistance of zero between the nodes.
Heat loads were applied as the boundary conditions of the material sample
assembly. From previous work, it was estimated that five watts of power were needed to
heat the system for a duration of around five seconds to approach the nucleate boiling
regime. This input heat was distributed evenly over the metal film layer. The heat was
modeled as being dissipated to a representative water bath by applying an approximation
of the heat flux during boiling as a function of surface temperature to all exposed
surfaces.
The temperature of the chamber was transient, so the model was given initial
temperatures, material properties and was modeled for a given amount of time.
Approximately a five second period showed the temperature levels throughout the
models. See sections 3.1 and 3.2.
3.1. 3D model of the first, longer material sample

The first 3D model was of the extended material sample length, Figure 3.1.1. In
this model, estimated dimensions for the internal resistor geometry were used. The
copper electrical leads were aligned against the ceramic core. The material surface tube,
which extended beyond the length of the inner resistor, was filled with thermally
conductive epoxy.

Figure 3.1.1 Cut away of the material sample to show inner layers, left, and heat
loads marked as red arrows, right. The purple outer layer is the
stainless steel sample and is the longer configuration. The input heat
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is seen applied to the surface of the red metal film and the output is
applied to all external surfaces showing a loss to the fluid.
The resistor was heated at five watts distributed evenly over the metal film for
five seconds, Figure 3.1.2. As this energy was applied, the temperatures in the system
increased. After three seconds, boiling occurred, improved the heat transfer to the fluid
at the surface and resulted in a reduced rate of temperature increase.

Figure 3.1.2 The temperature plot of several nodes within the assembly shows the
transient response of the material sample assembly.
The temperature distribution after five seconds showed that the surface
temperatures were not the same. A visualization of the temperature distribution of the
inside of the assembly, Figure 3.1.3, and just that of the material surface gave a better
idea of the distribution, Figure 3.1.4. Although the core was heated uniformly, energy
was lost to the ends of the assembly causing the temperature to be 4°C lower than the
center. In an effort to reduce the difference in temperature, a second 3D model analyzed
a shorter material tube length. It was thought that a shorter length of tube would decrease
the losses from the ends of the sample.
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Figure 3.1.3 The temperature distribution of the inside of the assembly after five
seconds of heating.
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Figure 3.1.4 The surface temperature distribution after five seconds of heating. A
four degree difference was seen across the length of the surface.
3.2. 3D model of the second, shorter material sample

The second 3D model was of the shorter material sample tube length, Figure
3.2.1. The model included actual dimensions for the internal resistor geometry that were
based on a visual inspection of a resistor cut-away. The resistor was ground in half long
ways using a surface grinder. The copper electrical leads were concentric with the
ceramic core. The leads were cupped over the ends of the metal film layer; thus, joining
with the metal film. This joint provided a strong conduction path for heat to escape via
the leads. The material surface tube was the same length as the resistor and was epoxied
to the outside of the resistor. Additional epoxy was used to encapsulate the ends of the
assembly to reduce the temperatures of the exposed material surfaces.
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Figure 3.2.1 The assembly has a material sample tube, seen in green on the left,
which is the same length as the heating element and ceramic core. On
the right is the same cut away model with input heat loads applied to
the surface of the metal film covered ceramic core. Also shown are the
heat loads representing boiling from the exposed surfaces.
The more realistic geometry improved the fidelity of the model. This new version
had an epoxy insulation surrounding the metal film which was thicker than in the first
model. This acted as an insulator for radial heat transfer. Additionally, the copper
electrical leads, shown in red had an improved contact to the heat sources, conducting a
substantially higher amount of energy from the ends of the metal film.
Figure 3.2.2 shows the temperature distribution of the assembly layers. After 4.75
seconds, the highest temperature is seen at the electrical leads, missing a primary
objective to isolate the heat to the material surface tube. The internal temperature is
shown to vary highly due to energy lost by the electrical lead.
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Figure 3.2.2 The temperature distribution of the material assembly after 4.75
seconds of applied heat.
4. Conclusions
The effort to the focus heat from a core heated assembly to the surrounding
material surface provided fundamental issues. By using an off-the-shelf resistor, the
design was conceptually simplified but proved to cause the heat energy to exit though
undesired paths. The copper electrical leads provided a high thermal conductivity path
out relative to the low thermal conductivity epoxy insulation surrounding the resistor.
This caused primary heat loss through the electrical lead resulting in the highest exterior
temperatures and heat fluxes to be at the exit point of the electrical wires.
Future work of this research will focus on improving the heated material sample
including possible custom heat sources. The focus will be to drive the majority of the heat
through the material sample into the fluid.
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